Devpost 101

A quick guide for hackJam 2016
hackJam 2016


• Each team should select one team member to prepare and upload the project to devpost
Signup Devpost

Join Devpost
Get an inside look at development teams who are hiring and participate in hackathons to improve your skills.

Already have an account? Log in

Sign up with GitHub

Sign up with Facebook

or sign up with email
Profile Account Creation

• The following is a demo devpost account
Go back and Register!

http://2016hackjam.devpost.com/
Add a new project

It is recommended to add to your own portfolio first!

hack Jam (2016hackjam)

Hong Kong

Add your skills and bio.

Edit info & settings

Add a project to your Portfolio
Create a new project

Post a new project

Please respect our community guidelines.

* I’m developing a project called hackJam-demo

Save and continue  Cancel
A project template is ready

You can always modify the project before the final submissions
Edit your project (1)

• Add team members via email

* I'm developing a project called: hackJam-demo

* Here's the elevator pitch: hackJam demo project

It's built with: Languages, APIs, hardware, hosts, libraries, UI Kits, and frameworks

The team: Add team members via email – someone@example.com

hack Jam (that's you!)
Edit your project (2)

- Edit some details and put your GitHub link

Try it out: https://github.com/hackJamUST/hackJam-demo
Edit your project (3)

- You can also add multimedia items (e.g. image gallery, thumbnail image, and video demo)
Ready to submit?

- Go back to your portfolio, select hackJam 2016 from the Hackathon menubar
hackJam 2016 – Submission!

• Enter a submission

hackJam 2016 - Turning ideas into reality @hkust

Different from any traditional Hackathon, hackJam understands your interests and focus mostly on the technical side. Codes and creativity are what we are looking forward to. Putting aside the business perspective and setting the workable time period to an explosive 6 hours, it is definitely a great opportunity for newcomers, and of course the well-experienced, to come and have a taste of our event. Link up with other programmers, brainstorm, discuss, and be innovative!

View full rules
Select the project from the Portfolio

Submit to hackJam 2016

2 MORE DAYS TO SUBMIT

Select one of your portfolio projects or add a new project:

Add a new project

hackJam-demo
hackJam demo project

Submit this project
Submit to hackJam 2016!

2 MORE DAYS TO SUBMIT

Step 1: select a project

hackJam-demo
hackJam demo project

Step 2: complete your hackathon submission

Type Final Reminder Here

Sponsor / Special Prizes
Select all that apply

I, and all of my team members, have read and agree to be bound by the official rules and the Devpost terms of service.

Submit to hackJam 2016

You can continue to edit your submission until the submission deadline.
Manage your submission

• You can manage and edit your submission before the deadline
No worries!

- All projects won’t be publicly visible
- The organizers will review them and publish them after the deadline
Questions?

Ask us for help!